Raman spectroscopic technique has been used to characterize a Ru/TiO 2 catalyst and to follow in-situ their structural changes during the CO selective methanation reaction (S-MET). In order to a better comprehension of the catalytic mechanism, the in situ Raman study of the catalysts activation (reduction) process, the isolated CO and 
Introduction
Technological procedures for production, storage, transport and distribution of hydrogen are currently under development. Therefore, research efforts in this area directed to develop distributed hydrogen production systems are an attractive approach.
Hydrogen production can be obtained by hydrocarbon reforming (steam reforming, dry reforming, partial oxidation, autothermal reforming). Steam reforming favors the water gas shift reaction, thus minimizing CO, and decreases alcohol dehydration rates that produces ethylene, a source of coke that poisons the catalysts [1] . Unfortunately H 2 produced from the reformer stream carries significant amounts of H 2 O, CO and CO 2 .
The decreasing (or elimination) of CO is mandatory if this hydrogen is used for feeding PEM fuel cells [2] , since electro-catalysts as Pt and Pt-Ru are poisoned by irreversible adsorption of CO, said output must be purified to levels of CO below 50 ppm prior to admission to fuel cells.
The methanation of CO has attracted increasing interest recently because of its potential as simple technique for CO removal from H 2 -rich feed gases for fuel cells [3] . Since these gases typically contain also considerable amounts of CO 2 , the reaction must be highly selective for CO methanation, with CO 2 methanation essentially being inhibited; otherwise the losses of H 2 would become intolerable. Therefore, the elucidation of the mechanism of selective methanation of CO in CO 2 -rich gas mixtures as well as the reason responsible for the high selectivity are of obvious industrial importance.
The reaction pathways and mechanism of the reaction of CO or CO 2 to CH 4 as well as the nature of the active surface species are still under debate. The main question is via the reverse water gas shift (RWGS) reaction [8] . More recent studies indicated that a formyl type (HCO) [adsorbed] species plays an important role in the CO methanation reaction, followed by C-O bond breaking and further hydrogenation [9] [10] [11] [12] .
The mechanism of the CO 2 methanation reaction is similarly controversial [11] [12] [13] .
Following proposals of direct CO 2 methanation, it is nowadays generally accepted that CO [adsorbed] is the main intermediate of the CO 2 methanation [13] [14] . This CO [adsorbed] species is subsequently hydrogenated via the mechanism for CO methanation. It has been proposed that CO 2 first reacts to CO [adsorbed] via the reverse water gas shift reaction, which then continues reacting to CH 4 . The RWGS reaction proceeds via a formate intermediate for CO 2 conversion on supported oxides [15] [16] [17] . Studies with CO and CO 2 mixtures have shown that CO is converted almost entirely to methane before CO 2 methanation starts. In addition, dissociative CO 2 adsorption to CO [adsorbed] and O [adsorbed] and subsequent reaction of CO [adsorbed] to CH 4 was selected as a second alternative for the methanation of CO 2 [18] .
Almost all of the studies listed in the literature focus on the hydrogenation of CO or CO 2 under conditions relevant for methane formation from synthesis gas, at nearly stoichiometric conditions (CO:H 2 1:3 or 1:4). Only a few studies deal with reaction atmospheres with a high excess of hydrogen (CO:H 2 ratios 1:20 or 1:100), as is typical for the selective methanation reaction [10, 19] . The different reactant ratios have considerable effects on the reaction behavior and the dominance of a specific reaction pathway. In that sense, studies performed at low stoichiometric CO:H 2 ratios lead to mechanistic conclusions that are not necessarily relevant for the reaction under conditions typical for the selective methanation in H 2 -rich reformate gases. This was the background of this ongoing study on mechanistic details of these reactions, which aims at a chemical understanding of the CO and CO 2 methanation reaction on supported with a heating ramp of 10ºC.min -1 .
Raman characterization
The Raman spectra of calcined catalysts were recorded in a dispersive Horiva Jobin
Yvon LabRam HR800 microscope with a He-Ne green laser (532.14 nm) working at 5 mW, and with a 600 g mm −1 grating. The microscope used a 50× objective and a confocal pinhole of 1000 m. The Raman spectrometer was calibrated using a silicon wafer.
For in-situ Raman spectroscopy, a Linkam CCR100 cell was coupled to the Raman equipment. The microscope used a 20x objective and a confocal pinhole of 1000 μm.
The catalysts were previously pretreated at 300 o C using 10 mL. 
Results and discussion

Raman study of the catalyst
TiO 2 -P25 is a well-known and very active support in methanation reaction [21] . Its catalytic properties come from the unusual microstructure. It presents both anatase and rutile crystallographic phases in a ratio of approximately 80:20. This material does not show a simple mixture of the phases since it has been observed the coexistence of an amorphous phase and crystals of anatase and rutile disposed in layers or forming the same crystal [22] . The active vibrations modes of anatase and rutile of TiO 2 are well observed by Raman spectroscopy and are modified after insertion of metallic cations. (Fig. 1) . The band at 708 cm -1 has been also related to Ti-OH or Ti-O-Ti bonds of titania nanotubes with hollandite structure [27] [28] . This result would agree with the laminar structure of titania proposed for commercial TiO 2 -P25 [22] .
The shift of rutile bands after Ru incorporation has been explained by the mechanical strains generated from the differences between the rutile phase of RuO 2 and TiO 2 support since both have rutile structure [29] . The rutile structure of the TiO 2 is modified according to the size of the RuO 2 crystals therefore the interaction between RuO 2 -TiO 2 changes and the Raman shifts are affected. Also, the wavenumber, size and intensity of the titania Raman bands have been also related to the size grain, crystallinity, partial substitution of Ti and related induced disorder that can increase defects [30] . Bersani et al [31] [32] observed that an increase in the calcination temperature for sol-gel anatase samples decreases the wavenumber of Eg mode. Simultaneously, an increase in the domain crystalline size from 9.5 to 13.4 nm has been described to favor the shift of the bands in nanometric particles [32] [33] . Golubović et al [33] described the factors that could modify the position and the broadness of the Raman bands in anatase TiO 2 nanopowders, for instance: non-homogeneity of the size distribution, defects and nonstoichiometry, as well as increase of temperature. The nonstoichiometry strongly affects the vibrations modes of the lattice, as well as the symmetry of the different sites and the lattice energy, modifying the position and the broadness of the Raman bands [34] . Other factors like grain size distribution, presence of mixed phases (anatase in combination with considerable amount of rutile), solid solutions formation, and discrepancy from stoichiometry also determine the shape and shifts of the Raman bands.
Jacob and Subramanian [35] pointed out the coexistence of a TiO 2 -RuO 2 solid solution with the temperature as a function of the composition of the solid. The solid solution formation is possible since cubic lattice parameters are similar for both rutile structures.
a and c are 4.50 Å and 3.10 Å respectively for RuO 2 , very close to the rutile phase of TiO 2 , a = 4.59 Å and c = 2.96 Å with a deviation of 2% and 4.5% respectively [36] . In fact, according to the phase diagram reported by Jacob and Subramanian [35] , the formation of two solid solutions RuO 2 (ss) + TiO 2 (ss) is favored at the compositional range of our catalyst. In good agreement, XRD data suggested the existence of both solid-solutions. After Ru incorporation, the crystalline size of anatase increased from 27 nm to 30 nm, the cubic lattice parameter decreased and the diffraction peaks of rutile of [25, 34] . In this sense, it has been reported that RuO 2 growth in an epitaxial way and produces layers of RuO 2 /Ru x Ti 1-x O 2 /TiO 2 ((110) plane) [37] . The islands of RuO 2 -TiO 2 solid solutions modify the anatase Raman bands position thanks to the intimate contact Ru-Ti generated that affect the interaction with the rest of the phases. The formation of RuO 2 -TiO 2 solid solutions with rutile structure justifies the observed shift of the bands until 258, 410 and 613 cm -1 ( Fig. 1 ).
In-situ Raman study of the activation process
Before the catalytic reaction the catalysts were reduced with H 2 . In-situ Raman spectra of the pretreatment of Ru/TiO 2 catalysts with hydrogen until 300 o C is shown in Fig. 2 .
The anatase structure is still observed with the increase in temperature. However the intensity of the vibrations modes decreases. Furthermore a shift of the Eg band of anatase from 160 cm -1 to 157 cm -1 was observed when hydrogen passing at room temperature ( Fig. S1 ). At 300 o C this band was again shifted to the blue to 161 cm -1 .
Then it returned to initial position of 160 cm -1 when the temperature decreased at 170 o C. Xu et al. [38] studied the shift of anatase samples obtained by the sol-gel method using different surfactants. They observed that the shift to the blue and the increase in the width of Eg mode can be related to the reconstruction phenomena that produces surface atoms with higher density of the packing. This reconstruction is motived by the surfactant presence. The adsorbed species modify the coordination of polyhedron at surface level and compressive stresses can be generated. This phenomenon generates higher wavenumbers in Raman that justify the shift of the bands. The increase in the number of defects with the increase in temperature during reduction favors the shift to the blue and consequently the coordination polyhedron of Ti surface species is modified. The behavior described has been related with the reduction of solid solutions islands of RuO 2 -TiO 2 during the pretreatment with H 2 [40] . Therefore, the activation with H 2 until 300 o C promotes the ruthenium reduction, and simultaneously the number of defects increases on the support by the formation of Ti 3+ species originated from the reduction of the RuO 2 -TiO 2 islands. At the end of the reduction process, Ru o -Ti 3+ centers are generated [41] . Another important feature is that the band before observed at 708 cm -1 in Fig 1 is now wider and has shifted to 743 cm -1 with the increase in temperature (Fig. 3) . The band at 708 cm -1 has been previously related to Ti-OH [27] . The widening and shift of this band has been related with the increase of Ti-OH species promoted by the water obtained from the in-situ reduction of the catalyst. On the other hand the water can also favor the re-oxidation of the catalysts since the RuO 2 -TiO 2 solid solutions bands are again visible.
Methanation of idealized CO/ H 2 mixture
The dehydration of the catalysts is promoted at higher temperatures. This desorption favors the formation of vacancies (defects), which are the driving force for CO methanation [21] . Zubkov et al [42] studied the behavior of ruthenium monocrystalline exposing the plane (109) towards the adsorption of CO. Ru (109) contains periodic double Ru atom height step defect sites, separated by 10 atom wide smooth Ru (001) terraces. They determined that the CO dissociation reaction preferentially takes place at relatively low temperatures ( 480 K) on the atomic step defect sites compared to smooth (001) terrace sites.
The increase in activity with the vacancies is related to the increase in the electronic interaction between the metallic particles and the reducible support. This interaction changes with the location of the ruthenium particles. The methanation reaction is sensitive to Ru size if CO dissociation is rate-limited [43] . Verykios and col. [20] described that the TOF values increase with the increase in the particle size in methanation reaction. Rosseti et al. [44] demonstrated that the selective methanation of CO is sensitive to the particle size and concentration of Ru. There is a concentration of the ruthenium in which the number of active sites is optimum. Beyond this concentration, the number of active sites decreases and the agglomeration of the metallic particles occur. Therefore, the location and size of the ruthenium particles determine the catalytic behavior for methanation reaction. Ru particles of 9 nm have been identified as the most actives ones for the CO dissociation probably by the existence of the so-called B5 sites [45] . These sites are composed by five consecutive ruthenium atoms, three of them are located in the same layer and the other two are arranged in the superior layer, forming a monoatomic step in a terrace of Ru [46] . [41, [47] [48] . The band at  1100 cm -1 has been also related to intermediate species with simple C-O bonds, and the band at  1500 cm -1 with normal olefins with C=C bonds [50] . The observation of the band at 1119 cm -1 justifies the adsorption of CO as first step in methanation reaction. Other studies have been related these bands with adsorbed intermediates like CH x /C n H x /C n H x O [51] .
It has been demonstrated that the intensity ratio of D and G bands [I(D)/I(G)], or more precisely, the area ratio between them, [A(D)/A(G)]
, is related with the microstructure of carbonaceous materials [42] . increase of the structural carbon disorder [41] . The less structured carbon should be easily removed from the catalytic surface by the combination of both, increase in temperature and reactive stream. Based on the reaction pathways proposed for similar catalysts [41, 52] (Fig. 4) . In fact, CO is claimed to be associated with hydrogen to form metal-carbonyl hydride species (-HCO [adsorbed] ), that is one of the main intermediates in CO methanation reaction [6, 52] . Results have shown that the CO is adsorbed at low temperature on metallic particles and that the rate determining step of the reaction is the breaking of the CO bond aided by H 2 [55] . If it is assumed, H-aided C-O bond breaking is a key step in methanation on these catalysts. intermediates (band at 1119 cm -1 for C-O-C bonds).
On the other hand, the band at 3171 cm -1 suggests the adsorption of -CH=CH 2 species, that can react with H 2 to produce ethylene (CH 2 =CH 2 ). Ethylene is a carbon promoter [56] . Accordingly at high reaction times, a high accumulation of carbon deposits and a decreasing of Ru o bands are observed (Fig. 4) .
O [adsorbed] from the CO dissociation plays two roles, the first one in promoting the reoxidation of the metal, and the second one in favoring the oxidation of the generated carbon to produce CO 2 . This last would explain the no observation of the Raman bands of carbon at higher temperatures since carbon can be oxidized by the O [adsorbed] .
Simultaneously, both the hydrogen in the stream and the increase in temperature, can recover the active center of Ru o which are necessary for the adsorption of CO. Although the methanation capacity decreases when the active centers are blocked by carbon, at high temperatures the oxidation of carbon by the oxidative action of O [adsorbed] simultaneously occurs since no Raman bands are observed between 900 cm -1 and 1800 centers to form (TiO 2 )Ru-CO species as was described before [41] . Consequently RuC and RuO species are produced. RuC favors the formation of CH x intermediates, after the formation of carbon (bands at 1356 cm -1 and 1595 cm -1 ). Then all the carbon is transformed into intermediates species at higher temperatures, that react until CH 4, or ultimately the carbon would react with O [adsorbed] .
However for CO 2 methanation the results are totally different. Beyond 1000 cm -1 no Raman bands were observed (Fig. S2) . Some studies have shown [17, 41] that after CO 2 dissociation, CO [adsorbed] and O [adsorbed] are produced at temperatures as lower as 50 o C [51] .
If the concentration of CO 2 is high, the concentration of O [adsorbed] increases with the subsequent re-oxidation of the metallic phase decreasing the activity of the catalysts.
The no observation of Raman bands associated to carbonaceous intermediates during the whole reaction with CO 2 /H 2 demonstrates the low activity capacity towards CO 2 methanation with this catalyst.
Selective methanation of CO in CO/CO 2 /H 2 mixture
In-situ Raman spectra of the methanation of CO in CO/CO 2 Some studies have shown that the methanation of CO 2 occurs after the complete transformation and dissociation of CO. CH 4 is mainly produced throughout the hydrogenation of CO 2 in CO/CO 2 atmospheres [17] . DRIFTs experiments with CO and carried out on metallic centers to produce Rh-CO and Rh-(CO) 2 species. Rh-(CO) 2 are instable and dissociate until CO [adsorbed] and O [adsorbed] . In turn, the CO [adsorbed] is dissociated on metallic centers until O [adsorbed] and C [adsorbed] . Therefore the number of Ru-C and Ru-O sites increase after CO 2 dissociation more than after CO dissociation.
O [adsorbed] favors the Ru re-oxidation since the RuO 2 -TiO 2 island formation is observed.
However, CO and H 2 decrease this effect and the metal reduction is favored [17] .
Therefore H can occur [7, 43] . The formed CO can be adsorbed on metallic centers and the Ru-CO centers are increased. Simultaneously the number of Ru o sites is increased by CO reductive action. Therefore Ru-C and Ru-O centers are favored which after are transformed into CH 4 by an associative mechanism with hydrogen [57] . This result and the observed increase in the disorder of the structural carbon favor the methanation mechanism.
The same bands that those observed for CO methanation in Fig. 4 intermediates. The formation of these intermediates confirms the dissociation of CO on metallic centers before the formation of CH 4 . Other authors have suggested the CO and CO 2 methanation proceeds throughout the formate formation [15] [16] [17] , which after are decomposed until CO to produce CH 4 with H 2 . In our case the no observation of the typical raman wavenumber of formiate at ≈ 2950 cm -1 is in agreement with other studies in where the CO 2 methanation is due exclusively via RWGS reaction [17] and the formates can be spectator of the reaction [58] . While the CO methanation occurs throughout and associative and dissociative mechanism on metallic centers [41] . CO decreases the re-oxidation of the metal increasing the Ru o sites. CO [adsorbed] can come from CO of the stream, or from the adsorption and dissociation of CO 2 at lower temperatures, or it can be generated at higher temperatures by the contribution of RWGS reaction. Anyway Ru-CO centers increases when CO and CO 2 simultaneously react with H 2 -excess in the methanation reaction. The catalyst was previously activated 120 min with CO/N 2 mixture at 170 o C (Fig. S3a) .
The intensity of the carbon Raman bands increased with the time when CO was used, simultaneously Raman bands associated to RuO 2 -TiO 2 solid solutions were also visible.
At 120 min the typical Raman band of Ru 0 (195 cm -1 ) slightly increased, which was in agreement with the reductive role of CO [17] . On the other hand, the bands associated with the deposited carbon disappeared after passing H 2 O during 60 min ( = metal [51] . This result confirms the adsorption of CO on Ru O centers forming Ru-CO centers which explains the methanation reaction throughout the formation of Ru-C and Ru-O species after CO and CO 2 dissociation. Bands at 2136 cm -1 of Ru-CO and at 2956 cm -1 of formates suggests both the CO adsorption over metallic center and the role of water in favoring the adsorption of formate species respectively. Concerning to the last band, it disappears after 20 min of reaction that confirms the role as spectators of the raction [52] .
At t=0 min the high intensity of the bands at 1119 cm -1 and 1504 cm -1 (Fig. 7) point out the faster adsorption/dissociation of CO 2 /CO on metallic centers to form Ru-CO and Ru(CO) 2 [54] as the first step in methanation reaction with Ru/TiO 2 catalyst. These intermediates are dissociated to produce Ru-C and Ru-O intermediates. As was observed for methanation of CO/CO 2 in dry conditions both Ru-C and Ru-O can react to produce (Ru)-O-CH 3 and CH 3 -CO-(Ru) adsorbed species ( Table 1 ). The faster formation of these species is due to the increase of the Ru-CO centers by both the CO and CO 2 dissociation and higher activity at lower temperature promoted by the water and H 2 -excess.
At t=20 min the band at 2598 cm -1 of (Ru)-HCO is again observed (Fig. 7) , so that With water, the mechanism for methanation reaction of CO and CO 2 is quite similar to the observed with dry conditions since similar intermediates species are produced.
However, the activation of the catalysts occurs at much lower temperatures than without water. Moreover, the carbon oxidation is favored by the oxidative effect of water. So that, in methanation reaction on reducible Ru/TiO 2 catalyst there is an equilibrium between both the reducible species promoted by the simultaneously presence of CO and Thus, the mechanism involves different reaction in chain until the methane production on active centers of (TiO 2 )-Ru-CO. The re-oxidation of the metallic phase can occur if the O [adsorbed] increase after the dissociation of CO and the island of solid solution can be observed. In this point the role of H 2 /CO is crucial to again reduce the active phase and to increase the activity of the catalyst.
Conclusions
In situ Raman Spectroscopy has been demonstrated as a powerful tool for characterizing Ru/TiO 2 solids under real catalytic conditions for the selective CO methanation reaction, giving important insights concerning the catalytic mechanism.
The Raman study of the Ru/TiO 2 catalyst at room temperature shows that the solid presents islands of RuO 2 -TiO 2 solid solutions with rutile structure. These islands are reduced by H 2 and temperature generating the active phase Ru o -Ti 3+ .
The first step in S-MET is the adsorption of CO (CO 2 ) on active centers (TiO 2 -Ru-CO).
After that, the dissociation of CO (CO 2 ) occurs by the action of H 2 -excess. Thus, Ru-C, Ru-O, Ru-CO and Ru-(CO) 2 species are obtained. The active phase can be re-oxidized by O [adsorbed] . However RuO 2 is reduced again until Ru 0 by the H 2 /CO action to recover the active centers; simultaneously C [adsorbed] can be hydrogenated until CH 4 at higher temperatures or can be the responsible of the carbon deposits. In this sense, several CH x / C n H x / C n H x O / CH x -CO intermediates have been detected by Raman.
The formation of carbonaceous intermediates during the methanation of CO/CO 2 suggests that CO promotes the methanation of CO 2 since the CO methanation is firstly observed with Ru/TiO 2 catalyst.
The combination of temperature and appropriate reactive atmosphere are the paramount importance to achieve the oxidation and transformation of the carbonaceous intermediates. The CO/H 2 presence favors the reduction of RuO 2 , and H 2 in excess also favors the reduction of TiO 2 close to the metal particles. Water favors the methanation at lower temperature since the carbon formed is less structured and easier to be transformed. Fig. 1 . Raman spectra of TiO 2 -P25 support before and after Ru incorporation. Raman spectrum of commercial RuO 2 is also included.
Figures Label
Fig. 2.
In situ Raman spectra of Ru/TiO 2 before and after reduction with H 2 . 
